Segmentation of brain tumor images is an important task in diagnosis and treatment planning for cancer patients. To achieve this goal with standard clinical acquisition protocols, conventionally, either classification algorithms are applied on multimodal MR images or atlas-based segmentation is used on a high-resolution mono-modal MR image. These two approaches have been commonly regarded separately. We propose to integrate all the available imaging information into one framework in order to be able to use the information gained from the tissue classification of the multimodal images to perform a more precise segmentation on the highresolution mono-modal image by atlas-based segmentation. For this, we combine a state of the art regularized classification method with an enhanced version of an atlas-registration approach including multi-scale tumor-growth modeling. This contribution offers the possibility to simultaneously segment subcortical structures in the patient by warping the respective atlas labels, which is important for neurosurgical planning and radiotherapy planning.
Introduction
The segmentation of tumor-bearing brain images is a highly relevant, but difficult problem in medical image analysis (Angelini et al., 2007) . It is desirable to be able to perform this task in an automatized way because manual segmentations are time-consuming and tedious. Additionally, the reproducibility of manual segmentations is very limited, as reported in (Mazzara, Velthuizen, Pearlman, Greenberg, & Wagner, 2004) .
In a clinical environment, usually two different kinds of datasets are acquired from brain tumor patients: a multimodal dataset consisting of T 1 , T 1contrast , T 2 and T 2flair weighted magnetic resonance images (MRI) for diagnosis and treatment monitoring. This dataset is very anisotropic with high intra-slice resolution but large inter-slice spacings. An additional isotropic T 1(contrast) -weighted dataset is used for neurosurgery and radiotherapy planning. An example of the four anisotropic images from the multimodal dataset, and the isotropic image from the mono-modal dataset are depicted in figure 1.
Figure 1
Along with the two different kinds of data sets available, the current segmentation methods can also be divided into two different categories: In most cases, classification methods with some degree of spatial regularization are employed for the segmentation of the multimodal dataset (Bauer, Nolte, & Reyes, 2011; Verma et al., 2008; Wels et al., 2008) , while atlas-based segmentation is an established way for segmenting the mono-modal image (Bach Cuadra et al., 2006; Bauer, May, et al., 2012; Deeley et al., 2011; Gooya, 4 Pohl, Bilello, Biros, & Davatzikos, 2011; Isambert et al., 2008; Zacharaki, Hogea, Shen, Biros, & Davatzikos, 2009 ). Using atlas-based segmentation on the high-resolution mono-modal image is attractive thanks to its robustness and its versatile usability because it allows DTI maps or subcortical label maps to be overlaid on the patient image, which is important information in neurosurgery and radiotherapy. Most atlas-based segmentation methods establish initial correspondence between a healthy atlas and a pathologic patient image by seeding the atlas with a patient-specific tumor prior, which is often based on a tumor-growth model. The deformation field obtained after non-rigid registration of the modified atlas to the patient image, can be used for warping the atlas label image, thus obtaining an implicit segmentation of the patient image.
The shortcomings of most current approaches include the need for a manual segmentation of the tumor area as an input. Additionally, they do not make use of the full power of atlas-based segmentation because they only output tissue label maps, but no other structures of interest, which are important for radiotherapy or neurosurgical planning.
Segmentation of the tumor and its different sub-regions is more reliable when based on the anisotropic multimodal images due to specific information from each modality, while segmentation of the healthy structures around the tumor is more accurate when based on the high-resolution mono-modal images thanks to more structural details. So far, both datasets and the two different approaches for segmentation have been mostly regarded separately and an integrated combination, which makes selective use of all the image data available is still missing.
An integration of the two methods would be attractive because atlas-based segmentation of the mono-modal image needs a segmentation of the tumor as an input and could therefore benefit from information obtained from the segmentation of the multi-modal images.
Methods
In this contribution, two different methods for segmentation of tumor-bearing brain images are combined to form an integrated approach, which makes use of all the imaging data available:
First, tissue classification is performed on the multimodal images. This serves as an initialization for a method combining tumor-growth modeling with atlas registration for segmenting the isotropic high-resolution mono-modal image.
We use a fully automatic classification method with integrated hierarchical regularization, based on (Bauer et al., 2011) for segmenting the multimodal images. Intensity and texture features of individual voxels from all modalities are classified by a support vector machine (SVM).
Subsequently, a hierarchical conditional random field (CRF) regularization is applied in order to take spatial information and prior knowledge into account. The output of the segmentation method are the healthy and pathologic regions, whereas the healthy part is subdivided into cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) and the pathologic part is subdivided into necrotic tissue, active tumor and perifocal edema.
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This information about the tumor tissue classes is used as an input to the atlas-based segmentation of the isotropic mono-modal image for neurosurgery and radiotherapy planning.
The method for atlas-based segmentation is based on a similar idea as the one proposed in (Bauer, May, et al., 2012) . The problem in atlas-based segmentation of tumor-bearing brain images is the missing tumor prior in the atlas. This can be solved by establishing initial correspondence between the healthy atlas and the pathologic patient image employing a tumorgrowth model prior to the non-rigid registration step. In order to be able to grow a patientspecific tumor in the atlas, location and extent of the tumor have to be known. After affine registration of the atlas to the patient image, we obtain this information from the segmentation of the multimodal images, where necrotic and active tumor tissue are combined into one tumor class. In the atlas, a physically realistic seed for tumor growth modeling is automatically chosen in the center of mass of the patient tumor. Then, a multi-scale tumor growth model is used to grow a tumor in the atlas and deform the surrounding tissues in a biomechanically justified way.
The method is based on a sophisticated bio-physio-mechanical model, which incorporates multiple scales, from the cellular up to the bio-mechanical level (May, Kolokotroni, Stamatakos, & Büchler, 2011) . Cell proliferation and apoptosis is modeled by an oncosimulator and this information is coupled with an Eulerian finite element method (FEM) in order to compute the preferred direction of tumor growth. The biomechanical problem is solved using a linear elastic tissue model. The direction of tumor growth is determined according to equation (1), where we assume that newly generated biological cells follow the direction d of least pressure in the surrounding tissues, which corresponds to the negative gradient. For this, the pressure p is given as the trace of the stress tensor σ .
After establishing correspondence between atlas and patient image by tumor-growth modeling, a final non-rigid registration step is applied using a Demons approach. However, in contrast to (Bauer, May, et al., 2012) we do not use the standard Diffeomorphic Demons (Vercauteren, Pennec, Perchant, & Ayache, 2009 ), but we use a variant proposed in (Lu et al., 2010) , which employs pointwise mutual information (PMI) as similarity metric. Given two images F and M , the Demons registration model can be summarized by equation (2) )
where
is the criterium measuring the similarity between the fixed image F and the moving image M , which has been warped by the deformation field s . ) Reg(s is a regularization term to restrict the deformation. In our case, the similarity term in equation (2) is based on the pointwise mutual information metric, where we assume that each voxel x has a certain contribution to the global mutual information. We compute the mutual information MI based on the probabilities P according to equation (3)
N is the total number of voxels in the image, Although perifocal edema cannot be reliably detected in T 1 -weighted MR images, it can lead to subtle changes of tissue intensities. Therefore, a similarity metric based on mutual information will be more robust in handling these confounding effects than the sum of squared differences (SSD) metric, which is normally used.
The deformation field, which is finally obtained, is used to warp the tissue label map as well as the subcortical label map from the atlas to the patient image. This allows for an implicit segmentation of the relevant structures in the patient image.
Results
We use a publicly available atlas (Rohlfing, Zahr, Sullivan, & Pfefferbaum, 2010) , which includes structural information, tissue label maps and subcortical label maps. The proposed method was evaluated on 10 datasets from the ContraCancrum database (Marias et al., 2011) .
The database contains multi-modal MR images (T 1 , T 1contrast , T 2 and T 2flair ) in axial acquisition of various anisotropic resolutions with large slice spacing (less than 1mm in-plane, between 3.5mm and 5.5mm out-of-plane). The high-resolution T 1contrast images for neurosurgery planning have either an isotropic resolution of 1mm or 1mm in-slice spacing and 2mm between slices. In a preprocessing step, the different modalities of each patient are all rigidly registered with the structural T 1 image and the skull is automatically removed using (Bauer, Fejes, & Reyes, 2012) .
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The most important steps of the workflow are summarized in figure (2) based on their bio-mechanical properties. Finally, the modified atlas is warped to the patient image by non-rigid registration using an intensity-based pointwise mutual information metric (f).
Implicit segmentation of the patient image is achieved by propagation of the tissue label map (g) and the subcortical label map (h), onto which the edema region is overlaid as a blue line. to accuracies achieved in inter-observer studies of manual segmentations by (Mazzara et al., 2004) . Achieving accurate segmentations of small subcortical structures is more challenging due to the fact that it is difficult to define their borders. But the currently achieved accuracy might be sufficient for structures, which are not in the immediate vicinity of the tumor during resection or radiotherapy.
Table 1
Computation time ranged from 6 hours to 48 hours on a single CPU. The vast majority of time was spent for the multi-scale tumor growth model. Computation speed depended mostly on the size of the tumor because larger tumors require more growth iterations. The program is currently running on a single core of a standard CPU. The time-consuming computation of the biomechanical deformations during tumor growth modeling can be parallelized, which offers a significant potential for speed-up when running on a cluster.
Discussion & Conclusion
We present an integrated approach for segmentation of tumor-bearing brain images, which considers and combines all the image data available from the standard clinical acquisition protocols. It offers the potential for fully automatic segmentation of tumor-bearing brain images.
The presented method is able to not only delineate tissue maps, but also subcortical structures in a sophisticated way from tumor-bearing brain images, by incorporating tumor-growth modeling and non-rigid registration. The segmentation of subcortical structures in brain tumor images can have important implications in neurosurgery and radiotherapy planning. Additionally, the presented approach has the potential to warp any other available atlas map (e.g. DTI) to the patient image and use it for further processing.
The only method which achieves a similar level of integration was presented in . However, in our approach, the final registration can directly depend on the image intensities instead of probability maps, because the pointwise mutual information metric is more robust to intensity variations than the standard Demons registration. The results for the validation of tissue segmentation are in a similar range as recently reported by , although slightly lower. However, different data was used, which makes a direct comparison impossible. Furthermore, tumor growth-modeling was applied on a subsampled dataset (2mm isotropic resolution) in order to cope with the computational requirements. We expect an 12 increase in accuracy when using the full resolution. In contrast to , in this study we are able to make use of the full potential of atlas-based segmentation by not only segmenting tissue classes, but also subcortical structures and combining both outcomes.
It should be acknowledged that the accuracy of the final segmentation result is currently confined by the accuracy of tumor segmentation in the multimodal dataset and the transfer of this region to the isotropic mono-modal dataset by linear registration, which has to cope with partial volume effects in the anisotropic images. Also, multifocal lesions cannot be handled explicitly yet by the current implementation. The clinical applicability of the method is still limited due to the heavy computational requirements. Figures:
One reconstructed sagittal slice of the multimodal dataset with anisotropic resolution (T 1 (a), T 1contrast (b), T 2 (c) and T 2flair (d)) and one sagittal slice of the isotropic T 1contrast -weighted dataset (e) from the same patient. When not integrated with the isotropic T 1contrast -weighted dataset, the four multimodal images on the left cannot be used for surgery or radiotherapy planning due to their large slice spacing. Segmentation results shown on an axial slice of two different patient images. In addition to the subcortical labels from atlas-based segmentation (solid tumor in brown), an outline of the edema region, based on the multimodal tissue classification method, is overlaid as a blue line. Table 1 :
Tables:
Dice similarity coefficients for cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), left/right caudate nuclei (CN l/r ) and tumor, achieved by the proposed method on the 10 datasets under study.
